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UKBJJA 01A Word From Our Chairman

membership and thus significantly increase our number

of individual members.

Sponsorship of UKBJJA presents a unique opportunity

for joint marketing partnerships. As well as providing a

highly effective form of self defence, BJJ offers a wealth

of benefits, notably improved cardiovascular health,

weight loss, increased muscle tone and strength,

improved reflexes and flexibility. Beyond the physical

side, there are huge mental and psychological benefits

to BJJ; angry people become calmer, stressed people

become more relaxed, shy people make new friends,

and so on. It’s truly a very positive addition to one’s life,

and this alone will ensure the continued growth in

numbers as the sport becomes well known throughout

the UK.

BJJ is suitable for all ages, both male and female and

can be trained for a bit of fun and self defence all the

way up to becoming an internationally renowned

athlete. BJJ is hugely popular on the internet with

a global community unlike any other sport.

We invite you to join us through sponsorship in our

journey to become the UK’s number one martial art.
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Now is a great time to be involved with Brazilian Jiu 

Jitsu (BJJ). Each year the number of practitioners is 

increasing dramatically as the sport gains in popularity 

at an incredible pace. BJJ is the fastest growing martial 

art in the UK and probably the world, and yet it is only 

just breaking into the mainstream. It is not just a craze; 

it is a martial art and a lifestyle which has a history. The 

sport’s roots come from Judo and the old forms of Jiu 

Jitsu, practiced for centuries in the East, but it’s the 

influence and adaptation of early BJJ pioneers, ‘Mitsuyo 

Maeda’ and his protégé ‘Carlos Gracie’, which has 

shaped the sport into the discipline which is now loved 

and practiced all over the world. We also cannot ignore 

how the global growth and popularity of the UFC© 

(Ultimate Fighting Championship) brand and mixed 

martial arts (MMA), of which BJJ is a constituent part, 

have both played a role in the accelerated growth of 

BJJ.

Here at UKBJJA (UK Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Association -

www.ukbjja.org ) we are so proud of the way in which 

the sport we love has been embraced by so many 

students and devotees in the UK. 

Our aim is to bring structure and governance to the 

sport and to continue to increase participation whilst 

maintaining the integrity of the martial art. We are also 

proud to announce that we are well on the way in 

the process to being accepted by Sport England as the 

National Governing Body (NGB) of BJJ in the UK. NGB 

status will bring every official club in the UK under our
Richard Martin

Chairman UKBJJA



About The UKBJJA

The UKBJJA is a not-for profit organisation

which aims to provide a governance structure for

the martial art of Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu in the UK, that

promotes and develops the sport while allowing

individual clubs and practitioners the space and

freedom to practice the martial art in the way they

enjoy.

UKBJJA was formed in 2013, and the association’s

goal is to foster the development of BJJ at

elite, community, and grassroots levels, raising

the profile of the sport but also providing pathways

for development and involvement across

communities in the UK.
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Why We Need Your Sponsorship

Your assistance and sponsorship is a vital source of

financial support to our organisation. It helps us to

administrate the UKBJJA structure, as well as finance and

grow grass roots programmes. It also helps Team UK.

‘Team UK’ is our elite athlete group which comprises

male and female adults and junior practitioners from

England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The

selection process is made through our national ranking

system. These elite athletes compete internationally at

competitions such as Pan Am Championships (Americas),

World Championships (Americas) and The European

Championships (Europe). For ‘Team UK’, we provide travel

assistance and a support team of physios, medical staff

and nutritionists for attendance at international

competitions. Going forward we would like to be able to

provide each “Team UK” member with a new Gi and ‘no

Gi’ kit for each annual international tournament cycle,

branded luggage and uniform traveling attire.

We also have a number of special programmes which

your sponsorship could also be supporting such as the

National Juniors League, the University League and Jiu

Jitsu Women.
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§ the chance for your business to showcase a brand 
alongside the UKs most exciting and fastest growing 
martial art 

§ image rights and media partnerships

§ engage with sports men, women and juniors

§ launch your brand and communicate your shared 
values and message in the UK and international 
tournaments

§ gain association with exercise and a healthy lifestyle

§ branded merchandise

§ joint PR and on-line campaigns

§ on site branding / signage by agreement
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Source: Google Trends

UKBJJA is already widely considered the main

administrative structure for BJJ in the UK. There

are currently 200+ member clubs (see chart 3).

This number will increase significantly after NGB

status is awarded in early 2018.

There are at least 30,000+ individuals practicing

BJJ in the UK. Our current membership breaks

down as 59% adult males, 10% adult females,

20% junior males and 11% junior females (see

chart 2).

Google Trends (chart 1) suggests that whilst

interest in Judo and Taekwondo spikes during the

Olympic years (they are both Olympic sports and

BJJ is not), online enquiries for BJJ now match

those for both Judo and Taekwondo.

[chart 1]

[chart 2]

[chart 3]



Marketing

Our goal is to work with our sponsors to activate

any sponsorship in partnership. We will actively

aim to support and promote your brand to our

members and using our channels and we expect

you to do the same for UKBJJA. By working

together we would like your organisation to achieve

its goals – increased sales, increased visibility or a

change in brand positioning. In most cases

association with UKBJJA will give you category

exclusivity and access to our well developed social

media channels: Twitter, Facebook, the UK BJJ

Underground closed Facebook Group and our

member Newsletter.
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Some Social Media Stats:

• Followers on Facebook: 3827 (average 
monthly growth: +104)

• Facebook organic reach (no paid activity) 
regularly exceeds 10,000 per post and has 
topped 15,000.

• UK BJJ Underground: a highly active, unofficial, 
closed Facebook group: 11.400 members

• Twitter followers: 405

• Tweet impressions 2017: 17000
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BENEFITS

Logo on the UKBJJA web-site …………………………………………………………………………………

UKBJJA Facebook mentions /promos ……………………………………………………………………

Logo on Team UK Gi …………………………………………………………………………………………….

Logo on UKBJJA membership newsletter ………………………………………………………………
Promotions in UKBJJA newsletter

Ad on UKBJJA news letter …………………………………………………………………………………….

Branded competition medals co branding ….…………………………………………………………

Twitter mentions/#hashtags ……………………………………………………………………………….

Joint  launch press release / photo-call  ……………………………………………………………….

University League matt side boards/branding  ……………………………………………………..

Branded streamed content (tbc) ………………………………………………………………………….

Branding competition sponsor logo board ……………………………………………………………

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔



Investment

Each of the sponsorship properties comes with its

own schedule of associated rights/benefits.

Ratecard: Investments can range anywhere from

£150 for a single tournament activation to a three

year exclusive headline package ensuring top

prominence for your brand across all channels and

media. If you are interested in developing and

growing your brand in partnership with the UKs

fastest growing martial art please contact the

UKBJJA.

(There are also other rights available such as ‘Jiu Jitsu

Women’ and the ‘All Star Tournament’)
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Sponsorship OpportunitiesUKBJJAContact Details

Head of Sponsorship & Marketing: 
Francis Lambert
francis.lambert@ukbjja.org
or
Principal Council Officer: 
Kat Hill
ceo@ukbjja.org

Contact Postal Address:
UKBJJA
89 Richford Street
London
W6 7HJ

Registered Offices:
UKBJJA
Shaftesbury Mansions
52 Shaftesbury Avenue
London
W1D 6LP

Alternative Email Address:
info@ukbjja.org
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Cover page

a. credit: Lewis Bayley 

www.blackmarblemedia.co.uk

Content page

a. credit: Scott Hills
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b. credit: UKBJJA

c. credit: UKBJJA

d. credit: Lewis Bayley 

www.blackmarblemedia.co.uk

Page 8
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Page 4

a. credit: Seymour Yang / Meerkatsu.com
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a. credit: Emma J. Pursey
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